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Sample Copy: Episode Descriptions for “Unwrapped”

Galactic Goodies 2207
Blast off with Unwrapped as we explore the universe’s most fantastic galactic goodies. First,
chocolate, caramel and nougat form a candy bar that’s out of this world—Mars’ Milky Way. Next,
see how NASA prepares its space food at the Johnson Space Center in Houston, Texas. Spaceage robots have a hand in producing Dairy Queen’s StarKiss bars, and Galaxy Desserts’
mousses have a swirl of milk chocolate and a swirl of dark chocolate to send your taste buds into
orbit. Later, Campbell’s stirs an astronomical amount of stars into their Chicken and Stars soup
and discover how the classic snack, Spacefood Sticks, re-launched for a new generation.
Half and Half 2211
Half and Half adds up to many crazy combinations on today’s Unwrapped. First, witness the
clash of two titanic flavors with Doritos Collisions chips. Next, how do cream and milk come
together to create the essential coffee complement? The Sassy Cow Creamery shows how they
produce Half & Half. Zatarain’s spices things up with their version of a classic Louisiana
mishmash—red beans and rice. Also, see how Extinguishers candy seizes with sour, then
pleases with sweet. Learn the legend of how the black and white cookie began at Zaro’s bakery
in New York. Then, Cushman’s Honeybells are half tangerine, half grapefruit, and totally
delicious.
Food Physiology 2209
At Unwrapped, we’re up to our necks in body parts as we examine food physiology. First, Nestle
reveals some surprising ingredients of an old favorite, the Butterfinger. Then, crabs’ legs aren’t
the only things hopping at Joe’s Crab Shack—the servers like to dance around, too. And what
kind of company produces elbows and hair? If you’re using your noodle, you might say pasta.
We check in with the Philadelphia Macaroni Company to see how they do it. Eat Yer Face lets
you come face to face with a most unusual dessert, and Sara Lee bakes up some adorable minibuns. Finally, discover one yellow fruit that’s, well, quite a handful.
Disney Delights 2205
Discover the magic and wonder of Disney cuisine on today’s Unwrapped. Venture inside the
Disney Bakery, where they cook up more than 2,000 cookies for Disneyland guests every day.
Then, travel to Japan, Germany, and China without leaving Orlando. We sample the best dishes
from the Epcot World Showcase. Learn the best way to eat a Mickey Bar, then get ready for
royal treatment as we reveal the best spots to dine with the characters. Later, find the formula for
your favorite treats at Goofy’s Candy Shop and get a rare peek inside Disney’s most mysterious
restaurant, the members-only Club 33.

